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Several classifications of Karen languages have been published (e.g. Jones 1961; Burling 1969; 

Kauffman 1993; Bradley 1997; Manson 2002; Shintani 2003). However they have all lacked in 

comprehensiveness and/or have not been based on the comparative method. Based on a database of over 

130 language varieties, Karen languages are divided into at least 20 low level clusters based on shared 

phonological developments. 

Introduction 

Karen languages are unusual among Tibeto-Burma as being a distinct branch with no members of uncertain 
status. Internal relationships and reconstruction has been limited to either a few well known groups (normally 
the three largest groups: Sgaw, Pwo, and Pa’O, e.g. Haudricourt 1946, 1953; Jones 1961; Burling 1969) or 
only one aspect is compared (Manson 2002; Shintani 2003). This presentation, building on the lexical and 
phonological comparison of Manson (2002), considers tonal development, reflexes of proto-initials and proto-
rhymes to identify higher-order subgroupings. 

Previous reconstructions of Karen include Haudricourt (1946, 1953), Jones (1961) and Burling (1969). The 
reconstruction by Haudricourt was based on the orthographies of two languages (Sgaw & Pwo). Jones & 
Burling’s reconstructions are limited to four languages (Sgaw, Pwo, Pa’O & Palaychi) and are phonologically 
unmotivated with respect to tonal development. 

Overview of Karen languages 

Speakers of Karen languages are located primarily in eastern Burma from the southernmost tip of Burma to 
southern Shan State. There are also populations of Sgaw and Pwo in Thailand in the provinces along the 
western border with Burma. Bradley (1997:46) suggests a total population of 3.9 million, but notes that this is 
“substantially under enumerated”. The total population of ethnic Karen is somewhere between 6 and 10 
million; however, not all ethnic Karen still speak Karen languages. Many now speak only Burmese, especially 
those living on the plains. 

The actual number of Karen languages is unknown as there has never been a comprehensive survey of Karen. 
It would appear from the literature that there are between 20-30 Karen languages. Eighteen languages whose 
existence has been reasonably documented are shown in Figure 1, where they are listed in relative 
geographical position to each other. Karen languages found in the mountains of eastern Burma usually have 
numerous dialects, some often difficult to understand to other speakers of the same ethnicity (see Bennett 
1991 for Kayah and Manson & Chou 2008 for Kayan). 
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   N. Pa’O      

 Lahta        Pwo 

  Kayan    E. Kayah  

   Yinbaw 
W. Kayah 

  

 
Geker 

 
Yintale 

    

  Kayaw     

    Gekho Bre 
Manu 

     

Geba      Pwo  

Bwe Palaychi   Sgaw   

 Paku  Dermuha      

Sgaw          

  Pwo       

 S. Pa’O        

Figure 1: Geographic distribution of Karen language clusters 

 

 

 

Figure 2: Karen language relationships (Bradley 1997) 
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Tonal development 

It is a well known fact that voiced initial consonants cause the syllable to be pronounced at a lower pitch than 
a voiceless initial. Most languages of Southeast Asia typically have a reduced first syllable, and where there 
have been phonological changes in the initial consonants, often pitch and/or phonation differences remain. 
From about the 10th-17thC there was a “Great Tone Split” that affected all the languages of the area (Weidert 
1987). Karlgren (1915) was the first to deduce that the split in tones was conditioned by the initial 
consonant. Haudricourt (1961) (see Court (1972) for an English translation) expanded on Karlgren’s work and 
showed that for all the language families of South-east Asia there was a split in the tones of the language. 
Usually there was a 2-way split, but in some languages there was a 3-way split, based on the manner of 
articulation of the syllable initial consonant. 

The development of tone in Karen can be traced back to a three-way distinction in open syllables (*A, *B, 
*B´) plus closed syllables (*C). There were at least six steps in the development of modern-day tonal systems 
in Karen. No all Karen languages have undergone all the steps. 

1. Initial proto-voiced consonants caused the following vowel to be pronounced with breathy phonation 

2. This breathiness caused a lowering of the pitch (Thurgood 2002, 2006) 

3. Proto-voiced stops became voiceless unaspirated 

4. Proto-voiceless became voiced (or no change) 

5. (Breathy phonation caused the initial consonant to be pronounced aspirated) 

6. Breathy phonation lost, leaving only a tonal difference 

      

*p       

*ba   ¹ ¹  pa¹ 

    ¹ ¹ 

Figure 3: The development of tone and initial consonant 
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Karen Tone Box 

Manson (2009) proposed a Tone Box for Karen languages in a similar vein to the Gedney Tone Box for Tai 
languages (Gedney 1972): 
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1 (III) 

Water [* ] 
Branch [* ] 
Flower [* ] 
Chicken [* ] 
Sleep [* ] 
Die [* ] 

4 (VI) 

Star [* ] 
Leaf [* ] 
Fingernail [* ] 
Fire [* ] 
Give [* ] 
Bitter [* ] 

7 (Va) 

Bone [* i] 
Child [* ] 
Right [* ] 
Spicy [*h ] 
Take [* ] 
Pus [* /mi] 

10 (VIII) 

Sky [* ] 
Iron [* ] 
Pig [* ] 
Skin/bark [* ] 
Shoot [v] [* ] 
Dark [* ] 
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2 (II) 

Silver [* n] 
Ginger [* ] 
Rabbit [*t ] 
Navel [*te] 
Spear [*pan] 
White [*pwa] 

5 (VIa) 

Egg [*ti] 
Cheek [*pu] 
Liver [*s n] 
Eat [* am] 
Left [*se] 
Be at, exist [* ] 

8 (V) 

Paddy [*p ] 
Blow/howl [* u] 
Head [*klo] 
Hand [*su] 
Breathe [*sa] 
Many [* a] 

11 (VIIIa) 

Alcohol [*si ] 
Wing [*te ] 
Heart [*sa ] 
Call/shout [*ka ] 
Near [*p ] 
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3 (I) 

Nest [*bwe] 
Tongue [*ble] 
Person [*bra] 
Name [*min] 
Drunk [*mun] 
Red [*le] 

6 (IV) 

Sun [*m ] 
Stone [* ] 
Snake [*ru] 
Arrow [*bla] 
Old [humans] [*bra] 
Hot [*go] 

12 (VII) 

Monkey [*zo ] 
Eye/face [*me ] 
Brain [*n ] 
Intestines [*bre ] 
Rib [*r ] 
Deep [*j ] 

Table 1: Karen Tone Box (Manson 2009) 

The words in each cell have been retained in all/most modern-day Karen languages. The phonological 
elements in square brackets in Table 1 are my reconstructed form for the lexical item; however there will be 
some variation in manner of articulation depending on the language variety under investigation, yet the 
position of articulation should not change. Luce’s (1985) tone patterns (Roman numerals in brackets) are 
included. 

Tone patterns 

Taking the Karen Tone Box and applying it to Karen language varieties shows a number of striking patterns 
(Table 2): 

 the top two rows prototone *B´ merged with prototone *C 
 all languages except Pwo had a 2-way split1 
 breathy phonation is associated with protovoiced initial consonants 
 closed syllables with non-voiced initials are either high (5) or mid (3) tone 

 

                                              

1 Palaychi also had a 3-way split, but has yet to be included in the analysis. 
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5 1 3 3  5 1 3 3  5 3 3 3  3 1 5 5 
5 1 3 3  5 1 3 3  5 3 3 3  3 1 5 5 
        3 3 1     

Kayaw  Kayan  Bwe-Geba  Kayah 

4 3 5 5  5 1 5 5  5 2 5 5  1 5 5 5 
4 3 5 5  5 1 5 5  5 2 5 5  1 5 5 5 
        3 2 3     

Yintale  Yinbaw  Paku  Manu 

5 2 5 3  2 4 2 3  2 5 5 3 
5 2 5 3  2 4 2 3  1 5 5 3 
3 1 1  1 5 1  1 3 4 

Sgaw  Pa’O  Pwo 

Table 2: Tone Boxes for Karen languages 

Taking Kauffman’s (1993:45-55) proposal for the development of tone in “Central” Karen as a starting point I 
proposed a possible scenario for the development of tone in Karen languages (Manson 2009). This proposal 
has been revised and expanded (see Supplement 1: The development of tone in Karen languages). The 
development in tone cannot be separated from the development of consonants. The four high-level clusters 
(Peripheral; Northern; Central; Southern) each share significant consonant developments that align with tonal 
development. 
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Proto-Karen initial consonants and clusters 

Proto initial consonants are fairly well preserved throughout Karen languages. The main variation in reflexes 
is found in proto initial consonant clusters, especially for Cr clusters. Consider bilabial initials: 

 

  *p *b  *pl *bl *  *pr *br 

Manu  b p  pl pl ?  pj 

Kayaw  b p pl pl pl ? pr pr 

Yinbaw  b p  bl pl  pr pr 

Pwo     bl   pj pj 

Pa’O  b    /pl    

Kayan  b p  pl pl  pr pr 

Lahta  b p pl ? p(l) ? pl pl 

Paku (L)   p  l pl   b  

Sgaw  b p  bl pl  b  p  

Yintale  b p p l pl pl ? pw pj 

Palaychi  b p  bl pl ? p  

Dermuha   p  ? l  p p 

Geker   p ? l pl  pr pr 

Gekho  b b ? bl bl pr br br 

E Kayah  b p pl ? pl    

W Kayah  b p pl pl pl pr pr pr 

Bwe   b  pl pl pw p bj 

Geba  b p  pl pl pl p pl 

Paku   p  l p   p( ) bj 

Table 3: Reflexes of proto-bilabial initial consonants 

 

The pronunciation of consonant clusters in Karen languages ranges from co-articulation to the clear insertion 
of an epithetic schwa. For example the word for ‘sea, river’ is p le in Pwo and  in Kayan. 
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Proto-rhymes 

Vowels show the greatest variation in Karen languages and even within a language there can be divergent 
dialects which look more like another Karen language. In many Karen languages, especially from the southern 
region, the simple vowel rhymes have not changed.  

Nasal final rhymes are key to identifying historical developments within Karen. For example, Sgaw, Palaychi 
and Paku have merged *am, *an

2, and  to . Geker and Gekho show this change only for , Geker and 
Gekho *am is denasalised and fronted, a pattern seen also in Kayah, Bwe and Geba.  in Manu and Kayaw 
has merged with *a  and then denasalised and backed to . 

 

 *a *a   *am 

Manu a   a 

Kayaw a   a 

Pwo a a  ã ã 

Pa’O a a   am 

Kayan a a a  a  

Yintale a a a  a  

Lahta a a a /a a /e 

Yinbaw a a ã ã 

Paku (L) a a   

Sgaw a a   

Palaychi a a   

Dermuha a a o o 

Geker a a   

Gekho a a  ei 

E Kayah e e  e 

W Kayah   ja e 

Bwe  a a  

Geba  a a  

Paku i/e a a a 

Table 4: Reflexes of selected proto-rhymes 

Proto-Karen had lost its distinction between syllable final stops /p, t, k/ at the time Proto-Karen speakers 
came into contact with Mon-Khmer. Only Pa’O has syllable final consonants, and they only occur in apparent 
loans from Mon-Khmer, see Luce (1985 Charts E-J, especially Chart E ‘Austric connections’). Further Southern 

                                              

2 *an is not a strongly supoorted reconstruction for Proto-Karen. 
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Pa’O and Northern Pa’O often show variable final consonants: ‘spicy’ S.Pa’O , N.Pa’O ; ‘weather’ 
S.Pa’O , N.Pa’O ; ‘slow’ S.Pa’O j , N.Pa’O . 

Synthesis 

Creating a classification of Karen based on shared innovations, rather than shared retentions has been done 
emphasising rhyme development over consonant changes or tonal splits.  

 

 

Figure 4: The Classification of Karen languages 

Each branch has been labelled based on geographic location. The Peripheral branch (Pa’O and Pwo) are found 
to the north, east and south of the Karen languages. This branch is identified by proto voiced stop initials 
appearing as aspirated stops (e.g. *p > ). The Northern branch (Kayan, Lahta, Yinbaw and Yintale) are 
identified by the merging of nasal finals (e.g. *am, *an > a ) and the merging of stop final rhymes with the 
open rhyme equivalent (e.g. *a , *a > a). The Central Karen languages (Kayah, Bwe, Geba) are identified by 
vowel raising (e.g. *a > ). In the Southern branch (Sgaw, Luce’s Paku, Palaychi, Dermuha) nasal final 
rhymes have merged and the rhyme has then been raised (e.g. *am,  > ). 

The final two clusters show developments found in both the Southern and Central branches and so are 
tentatively associated with both until more thorough research can be done. Geker and Gekho both show  
>  and *am > . Kayaw and Manu form a cluster based on the merging of velar consonant final rhymes (e.g. 
*a ,  > ) and bilabial consonant final rhymes merging with the simple rhyme (e.g. *am > a).  

Pa’O
Pwo

Kayan

W Kayah

Yintale

Lahta
Yinbaw

E Kayah
Geba
Bwe

Gekho
Geker

Manu
Kayaw

Sgaw
Paku (L)
Dermuha
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Northern
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